
Taormina Lightning/Type-C data and charging cable
SKU: TENOSTCLIGHP

Tangle-free cable for ultra-fast charging and data transfer with metal Type-C and Lightning
connectors, 1m in length

The Taormina Lightning/Type-C cable  from the Nostalgia collection is a must-have for anyone in need of a charming vintage
accessory that's practical and functional.

This product guarantees ultra-fast charging even for the latest iPhone models; in fact, the cable supports Power Delivery
technology, which ensures that your Apple device is charged quickly and safely.

Both connectors are rienforced with metal to withstand accidental knocks and the usual wear and tear. The special tangle-free
finish means that you can wind up and unwind the cable without it getting tangled or knotted.

It's a real pleasure to hold this accessory: the rubber coating protecting the metal interior has a lovely feel.

Features:

A "Made for Apple" device: an accessory designed to support Apple devices*, with the manufacturer's certificate of
compliance with the performance standards required by Apple.
It allows for ultra-fast PD (Power Delivery) charging
Data transfer and synchronization
Type-C/Lightning connectors reinforced with metal
Tangle-free
Length: 1 metre

 



* check the models in the "compatibility" section



Taormina Lightning/Type-C data and charging cable
SKU: TENOSTCLIGHP

Technical data
Color: pink  
EAN: 8018417273759  
SKU: TENOSTCLIGHP  
Weight: 60 g  
Cable length: 1 m  
Connector 1: Lightning  
Connector 2: USB Type C male  
Length: 1 METER  

Logistics data
Depth Pack: 20 mm  
Width Pack: 90 mm  
Depth Inner: 200 mm  
Height Pack: 200 mm  
Weight Pack: 100 g  
Width Inner: 150 mm  
Amount Inner: 6  
Depth Master: 460 mm  
Height Inner: 90 mm  
Weight Inner: 640 g  
Width Master: 330 mm  
Amount Master: 72  
Height Master: 330 mm  
Weight Master: 8395 g  
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